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have f (x) ≤ g(x) and there exists an x such that f (x) < g(x).

The general question
Let (L, <L ) be an ordering. Does there exist an (order preserving)
embedding (L, <L ) ,→ (F, <)?
Definition. Suppose that (P, <P ) and (Q, <Q ) are posets. We
say that P is embeddable into Q, in symbols (P, <P ) ,→ (Q, <Q )
if there exists a map Φ : P → Q such that for every p, q ∈ P if
p <P q then Φ(p) <Q Φ(q).
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(C(X, R), <) ,→ ([0, 1], <): the set of closed sets of a Polish space
Y (denoted by Π01 (Y )) forms a poset with the strict inclusion.
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Observe that we did not use the continuity, just that the sets
subgraph(f ) are closed.
Definition. A function f is called upper semicontinuous (USC) if
subgraph(f ) is closed.
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Main Theorem. (Elekes, V.) There exists a universal linear
ordering embeddable into the poset of Baire class 1 functions, i. e.,
a linearly ordered set (U, <U ) such that for every linearly ordered
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0
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Komjáth: a forcing-free proof of the non-embeddability of
Suslin lines.
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Applications: New results
The linear orders embeddable into the poset of Baire class 1
functions are the same in all Polish spaces.
Every linearly ordered set which is embeddable is also
embeddable into the poset of characteristic functions, in fact
(B1 (X), <) ,→ (∆02 (X), ⊂).
Lexicographical countable products of embeddable linearly
ordered sets are also embeddable.
Completions of a embeddable linearly ordered sets are not
necessarily embeddable.
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Question. What can we say about linear orderings embeddable
into the poset of Baire class α functions if α ≥ 2 in terms of
universal orderings? What if we consider the poset (Σ0α (X), ⊂) for
some α ≥ 2?
Problem. Explore the connection between the problem of
Laczkovich and the theory of Rosenthal compacta.
Question. Does there exist an embedding
(B1 (X), <) ,→ (∆02 (X), ⊂) such that (B1 (X), <) is (as a poset)
isomorphic to its image?
Question. Does there exist a universal linearly ordered set if X is
only separable metrisable?

Thank you for your attention!

